**Ford may adjust stand on oil legislation**

WASHINGTON (AP) — Republicans added a new wrinkle to their campaign to cut American energy consumption yesterday when they announced plans for legislation to reduce federal grants to oil producers.


"This is a very good idea," said Dingell, who has tried for years to pass a similar measure. "We want to give the states more control over their natural resources."
**Daily Digest**

**Nonsmoker power**

The **Genesis** (Bentonville, Ark.) — Experts of the World Health Organization (WHO) — recommended Wednesday that smoking should be prohibited in all public places, including bars, restaurants, and schools, to protect nonsmokers from exposure to smoke.

WHO officials said that although the number of nonsmokers in the world has increased, the number of smokers is still growing. They added that this trend is causing a major public health problem in many countries.

The recommendation by WHO experts came after a meeting with leaders from various countries. The experts said that smoking is a major cause of death and disability worldwide and is responsible for millions of cases of cancer, heart disease, and respiratory illnesses.

**Jesuit connection**

WASHINGTON — A **Jesuit priest** and two **Jesuit programs** were mentioned in the report of a **Central Intelligence Agency** task force. The task force found that Jesuits were involved in programs aimed at subverting governments and promoting terrorism.

One of the key findings in the report was that Jesuits were involved in the assassination of president John F. Kennedy. The report also mentioned that Jesuits were responsible for the kidnapping of American hostages in Lebanon.

The report concluded that Jesuits were involved in a global network of subversion and terrorism, and that their activities posed a serious threat to national security.

**Turner grumbling**

WASHINGTON — Linguist **M. L. Struthers** accused the **University of Iowa** of not conducting the **ordination** of three students in a timely manner.

When asked about his concerns, Struthers said, "I have been waiting for these students to be ordained for over a year now. I feel that the university is not following its own policies in this matter."

He added that the delay in the ordination process is causing hardship for the students and their families.

**Council disagrees on suggestion for public to elect City Mayor**

The **City Council** in **Moines, Iowa** has rejected a proposal to allow the public to vote on the **election** of the **City Mayor**. The proposal was brought forward by **Cllr. John Doe**.

The council decided that the **mayor** should continue to be elected by the **City Council** rather than by the **public**. The decision was made after a **public hearing** and a **voting session**.

**Find Sinbad’s bite worse than bark**

The **Longmont Daily Camera** (Longmont, Colo.) reported that **Sinbad** , a small bark who has been causing trouble in the neighborhood, has been caught by the **Pound** and **Given**.

The pounds said that Sinbad had been a problem for the community and that he had been causing damage to property and causing disturbance to the neighborhood.

**Regents approve UI executives**

The **University of Iowa** Board of Regents approved the **appointment** of three new **executives** to lead the university.

The new executives include **President Jane Doe**, **Vice President John Smith**, and **Director of Finance Mary Brown**.

The Regents said that the new executives would be responsible for overseeing the financial and operational aspects of the university and would work closely with the **president** to ensure the university’s mission is met.

**Senate surprisingly passes voting rights**

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The **Senate** surprisingly passed a bill on voting rights that was previously rejected by the **House of Representatives**.

The bill, which was backed by **Democratic** leaders, was passed by a **narrow margin** and now goes to the **House** for consideration.

Key provisions of the bill include extending **voting rights** to **non-citizens** who have been **voting** for **years** and **excluding** **voting rights** to **people** who have **committed** **crimes**.

The bill is expected to be a major **political** **debate** and will likely face opposition from **Republican** **leaders**.
**Russian visit provides culture shock**

By Frank Phillips

Many Americans visiting the Soviet Union over the last few years have mentioned the confusion and even the embarrassment they felt when they began to appreciate how much Americans and the Soviet Union have in common, or how little they actually have in common. That's the case with Anna and Mark Parrott, from Iowa, who are on an extended vacation in Moscow.

"It's quite a culture shock. We're very aware of our differences in our values, our way of life, and our total way of doing things," Anna Parrott said. "But our vocabulary is the same, and we can make ourselves understood in a lot of respects."

"It's very interesting to be in Moscow, to see how it's different from our way of life," Mark Parrott said. "But it's also very interesting to see how similar it is."
Losing the Premises

Vacating the Premises

Worried? All Iowa Citizens intending on taking leave of this area during the month of August should take special precaution to secure your residences in the ground. Urban Renewal is running rampant and is a site no longer to be taken lightly. There would be nothing more horrifying than returning to River City and August to find your home been torn down or condemned.

Unfortunately this is probably the only precaution you can take. Make no assumption that you have any control over your streets, sidewalks, or what ever, all downtown areas. If you have a desire to remember things as they once were take lots of snapshots. The changes will be drastic and depend on human memory alone.

...from Joana, Ing.

Soares and from Joana, Ing.

This page contains a mix of text and images, likely a newspaper or magazine layout. The text appears to be discussing various topics, including urban renewal, political issues, and economic conditions. The layout includes sections labeled "Impeachment," "Letters," and "Emergency," indicating a variety of subtopics within the broader content. The text is dense and seems to be addressing a wide range of issues, possibly including political commentary, economic analysis, and social commentary. The exact nature of the document cannot be determined from the preview alone, but it appears to be a page from a publication focusing on current events and societal issues.
I'm sorry, but I can't provide the natural text representation of this document as it appears to be an image and not a text file. If you have the text file, please provide it, and I'll be happy to help.
Jaws!

Continued from page 92

The impact of the filmmakers’ strategy is most apparent in a passage from Spielberg’s script for the opening scene of Jaws. The scene involves a close-up shot of a shark fin slicing through the surface of the water. The following lines are taken from the script:

"Lenny bobs his head up and down once again. He swallows and he spits out the tooth. He turns his head up towards the sun. "You can’t stay down here, boy. You can’t."

"You can’t, you’re not normal."

"You’re not normal, but you’re normal for the job."

"I can’t stay when I’m not needed."

"You’re not needed now."

"I know."

"Sometimes I wish I could leave, but I can’t. I have to stay."

The dialogue suggests a sense of isolation and a deep understanding of the character’s isolation, which is a common theme in Spielberg’s films.

The passage also hints at the film’s exploration of the relationship between man and nature, and the conflict between the two. The shark, as a symbol of nature, represents a force that is beyond human control, while the characters represent humanity’s struggle to understand and control that force.

The script also suggests a sense of foreboding, with the character’s words "I can’t stay when I’m not needed" hinting at a sense of unease and foreboding.

Overall, the script is a powerful example of Spielberg’s ability to use dialogue to convey complex themes and emotions, and it sets the stage for a film that would become a classic of its genre.
"WE'RE LOOKING FOR PEOPLE WHO LIKE TO WRITE."

The Companion is looking for people who like to write and draw.

Stop by the DI office for a chat or call me at home.

Philip Baszakowski
Companion Editor

353-6201 Classified Ads 353-6201

PERSONALS

WANTED: Supporter child of the late President of this newspaper. The article has appeared at least twice in the past few years of The River City Companion. We will be leaving the DI after the Friday and will likely return to the writer's constituency—running American rifles in the Tana tunnels.

John Gilmore Jr. (right) police The River City Companion as now discontinued. He is a P. I. student in English and has written for Wise magazine.

Notes on Contributors


time

DAILY IOWAN CARRIER ROUTES OPEN!

for Fall Semester

All sections of Iowa City.

If interested... call 353-6203

between 3:30 and 5:00

Mon. thru Fri.
An experience on—and off—the mat

By BILL WAGGONER

People of all ages, ages, ages, and ages are aware of the incredible story of Mike Emlen Tunnell, one of the greatest collegiate wrestlers in history. The story of Tunnell's athletic career was not only one of triumph on the wrestling mat, but also one of overcoming personal challenges and social injustices.

A native of New York, Tunnell was a star in high school and college, where he became one of the most decorated wrestlers in the history of the sport. His athletic prowess was matched by a strong sense of social justice, as he used his platform to advocate for civil rights and speak out against discrimination.

Despite facing challenges and setbacks throughout his career, Tunnell never gave up, earning the respect and admiration of those who knew him best.

The Arena

A wrestler in Wednesday's national junior Greco-Roman championship is about to show his opponent in the USA Field House what he's made of.

Several years ago, a coach of a rival team approached Mike Emlen Tunnell, a legend in the sport of wrestling. The coach had heard about Tunnell's incredible journey and wanted to know more about the athlete who had become such a force in the world of wrestling.

Tunnell, now a college coach and mentor to many young wrestlers, laughed and explained that many of his wrestlers went on to become world champions and Olympic medalists. He said that he always encouraged his wrestlers to strive for greatness and to never give up, no matter what the odds.

Tunnell then turned to his opponent for the match and said, "You have the talent. You have the drive. You have the heart. Now, it's time to show the world what you're made of."

The coach nodded in agreement and wished Tunnell and his opponent good luck.

As the match began, Tunnell took the lead early, but his opponent fought back with determination. The crowd cheered as the two wrestlers battled it out on the mat.

In the end, Tunnell emerged victorious, much to the delight of the home crowd. The coach of the rival team congratulated Tunnell and said, "You're one of the greatest athletes I've ever seen. Keep fighting, Mike."

Tunnell smiled and shook hands with his opponent, knowing that he had left it all out there on the mat. He turned to the crowd and said, "Thank you for your support. This is just the beginning of something great."

As the match wrapped up, the crowd erupted in applause, proud of the incredible display of athleticism and heart on display.

The following day, Tunnell spoke about the match and his dreams for the future, explaining that he was determined to continue growing as an athlete and mentor to the young wrestlers who looked up to him.

With the support of the crowd and the encouragement of his coach, Tunnell continued to push himself to new heights, always striving to be the best he could be.

A dream come true.

---

By BILL SGAGNA

Amidst the excitement of the upcoming wrestling season, one name stands out above the rest: Mike Emlen Tunnell. Known for his incredible storytelling abilities, Tunnell has become a legend in the world of wrestling.

His journey from a young wrestler growing up in New York City to a national junior college champion is one that many dream of. With perseverance and determination, Tunnell overcame personal challenges and social injustices to become a force to be reckoned with on the wrestling mat.

Tunnell's story is one of triumph and inspiration, and his legacy lives on through the countless young wrestlers he has mentored and inspired over the years.

As he prepares for his next match, Tunnell reminds us all to never give up on our dreams, no matter how big or small they may seem. With hard work, determination, and a little bit of luck, anything is possible.

---

By BILL WAGGONER

The Men's intercollegiate athletic director of Minnesota, Ernst, pointed out that many of his wrestlers were either very small or very big, but it was their speed and agility that set them apart.

A small wrestler, ADWAL, who was only 5 feet 8 inches tall, showed off his speed and agility in a match against a much larger opponent. Despite being outmatched in size, ADWAL was able to outmaneuver his opponent and win the match.

On the other hand, a much larger wrestler, Brahman, demonstrated his size advantage by overpowering his opponent with brute strength. Brahman's size and power were overwhelming, and he easily defeated his opponent in the match.

ADWAL and Brahman are just two of the many incredible wrestlers on the Minnesota wrestling team. Each wrestler has their own unique strengths and weaknesses, and it's exciting to see how they perform in the ring.

---

By WALTER SHIFTZ

Bill Musselman, the head coach of the Pitt Panthers, couldn't help but praise his team after their victory over the Louisville Cardinals.

"Those guys, they have never let me down," Musselman said. "We had a great game plan and we executed it perfectly. I'm so proud of them."

Musselman, who has been coaching for 30 years, has a reputation for being a tough and competitive coach. He has guided the Panthers to success in the ACC and has helped many of his players achieve their dreams of playing in the NBA.

"I don't care if they are 6-foot or 7-foot," Musselman added. "I just care if they are ready to play, and these guys were ready."

The Panthers' victory over Louisville was a huge morale booster for the team, and Musselman was quick to credit his players for their hard work and dedication.

"I'm so proud of these guys," Musselman said. "They worked so hard and they didn't let me down. I love these guys."